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by: PETER KORCHNAK - Laurelwood Public House signals its imminent arrival just south of the
Moreland Theater entranc e.

Beer lovers will see a new addition to the Sellwood-Westmoreland
neighborhood after Labor Day, when Laurelwood Brewing Company opens its
fifth location next to the Moreland Theater on S.E. Milwaukie Avenue at S.E.
Bybee Boulevard.
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According to Mike De Kalb, who co-owns the company with his wife Cathy,
the Laurelwood Public House will open by the second week of September. The
new pub will seat more than 100 people, is family-friendly, and will serve the
company’s own beer from its brewery on N.E. Sandy Boulevard.
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According to PDX Eater, the Westmoreland opening “marks a revival of
sorts” for the company, following the closing of its once-hopping N.W. 23rd
Avenue and Hollywood neighborhood locations.
De Kalb says he has been trying to get Laurelwood’s brand of a local,
hometown-feel restaurant into the Sellwood-Westmoreland neighborhood for
more than five years. “This is the right spot and the timing is right,” De Kalb
said, inviting BEE readers to look for banners announcing the grand opening.
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Oregon State University economics professor, writer at the “Beeronomics”
blog, and neighborhood resident, Patrick Emerson welcomes the
Laurelwood’s arrival. “I like places that serve their own beer,” Emerson says,
“because you get to develop a relationship with beer that is an expression of
the brewers and their personalities, as well as enjoy an endless supply of
special brews that make each trip a new experience.”
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Westmoreland is becoming a hotbed of brewpubs. No fewer than six
establishments, including the popular Oaks Bottom Public House, and
possibly haunted Kay’s Bar, serve microbrews within less than five blocks.
Neither De Kalb nor Emerson seem concerned about there being an
overabundance of watering holes in the proximity, however.
Emerson says, “The Laurelwood pub will help the business district, and will
provide a bit of a counterweight to an area that is a little bar-heavy, and has a
dearth of family-friendly places to eat, in a neighborhood that is overrun with
kiddos.”
It is precisely that sentiment that De Kalb is counting on. The company’s
statistics suggest that, historically, two thirds of its customers are families
with children. “Other places may welcome families, but we'll have a dedicated
kids’ area,” De Kalb reveals. “And we train our staff specifically to work with
families and children.”
In addition, Emerson says he believes in what he calls ‘coopetition’ among
pubs, saying that, “More pubs will help make the neighborhood known as a
place to come for good beer, and in that sense it will help drive demand for all
pubs.”
Jason Webb, owner and brewmaster of beer-geek friendly Portland U-Brew
& Pub, agrees. “Laurelwood will bring more people to the neighborhood,” he
says. “They'll drive by and see what else is around here.”
Laurelwood is opening in a location in which no less than two restaurants â
€“ Moreland House, and Springwater Grill â€“ went out of business in the past
couple of years. But, Emerson says with confidence, “Laurelwood will be a big
hit, even in a space that seems to be challenged.”
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